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Let a footpath to the sky be laid down for him, that he might 
go up on it to the sky. He will go up on the smoke of a great 
censing, 
Unis will fly as a bird and alight as a beetle. When he flies as 
a bird and alights as a beetle, it will be on the empty throne in 
your bark, Ra. 
/PT spell 267 § 365-366/ 





Akh, to the sky! Body, to the earth! 
What people receive when they have been buried,  
their thousand of bread and their thousand of beer,  
it is from the offering table of Foremost of Westerners. 
/PT spell 305 § 474/ 









Disturbance in the sky! “We saw something new,”  
say the original gods. 
Ennead, Horus is in the sunlight. Let those who have forms 
terrorise for him, let Atum’s Dual Ennead serve him as he sits 
on the seat of the Lord of All. 
Unis will acquire the sky and split open its basin;  
Unis will lead the paths of This-who-is-coming-into-being. 
When Unis sets in the west, those of the Duat will follow him;  
when Unis shines again in the east,  
he who parted the two contestants will come to him in 
obeisance. 



The gods will terrorise for Unis, since he is senior to the great 
one and belongs to the control of his seat. 
Unis will acquire Authoritative Utterance, Continuity shall be 
fetched for him, and Perception shall be set for him at his feet. 
Rejoice for Unis, for he has possessed the Akhet! 
/PT spell 257/ 







This Unis has come to you, Nut; this Unis has come to you, 
Nut,  
Having left his father on earth, having left Horus behind 
him,  
Having grown wings as a falcon, feathered as a hawk,  
his ba having fetched him, his magic having provided him. 
(Unis), you shall open your place in the sky among the 
stars of the sky, 
for you are the Lone Star at Nut’s shoulder. May you look 
upon Osiris’s head as he rules the akhs, while you yourself 
stand far from him:  
you are not among them, you shall not be among them! 
/PT spell 245/ 













Words to say: Unis is Osiris in a dust-devil.  
The ground is his abomination: he will not enter Geb. 
He will end his sleep with his bones broken in his enclosure 
on earth, and remove his obstacle. 
Unis has become clean through Horus’s eye,  
his obstacle has been removed through Osiris’s two kites,  
and Unis has released his outflow to earth in Qus. 
His sister, the Lady of Pe, is the one who cried for him, 
(saying): 
“Unis is off to the sky, Unis is off to the sky, in the wind, in the 
wind. He shall not be turned away, and there is none who will 
turn 
away from him. He shall not sit (to be judged) in the god’s 
court. 



Unis is the one who is on his own, senior of the gods: his cake 
of bread is for above with the Sun, his feast is from Nu. 
Unis is the one who turns back, going and coming with the 
Sun and embracing his enclosures. Unis will assign kas and 
take away kas, set obstacle and remove obstacle.  
Unis will spend the day and night pacifying the two 
(contestants with) adzes in Hermopolis. 
His foot will not be stopped, his heart cannot be restrained. 
/PT spell 258/ 









The sky has been bled and Sothis lives, for Unis is the living 
one, 
Sothis’s son, for whom the Dual Ennead have cleaned the 
Imperishable Star.  
Unis’s house for the sky will not perish, Unis’s seat for the 
earth will not end. 
People have hidden, the gods have flown away, for Sothis has 
flown 
Unis to the sky amidst his brothers the gods.  
Nut has bared her arms to Unis;  
the two foremost bas of the bas of Heliopolis, who spent the 
night making that god’s bewailing, have bowed at the Sun’s 
head.  
/PT spell 302 § 458-460/ 











Words to say: “How beautiful is the sight, how pleasing the 
vision,” say the gods, “of this god’s going forth to the sky,  
of Unis’s going forth to the sky, with his bas atop him, his 
ferocity at his sides, his magic at his feet.” 
Geb has acted for him just like he has acted for in the same 
event. 
There have come to him the bas of Pe and the bas of Nekhen, 
the gods who belong to the sky and the gods who belong to 
the earth, 
that they might make for him conveyance on their arms. 



So, you shall go forth, Unis, to the sky and step up on it in this 
its identity of the ladder. 
 “The sky will be given to Unis and the earth will be given to 
him,” says Atum. 
Geb is the one who argues for it, (saying): “The mounds that 
are praised—that Horus praises, that Seth praises—and the 
Marshes of Reeds shall worship you in your identity of 
Morning God, as Sobek under his kesebut-trees. 
/PT spell 306 § 476-480/ 





Nut, spread yourself over your son, Osiris Pepi,  
and conceal him from Seth.  
Join him, Nut, who comes to you, and conceal your son  
as he who comes to you: you should join this great one. 
/PT spell 427 § 777/ 





Words to say by Geb: Nut, as you became effective  
and took control in your mother Tefnut’s belly before 
you were born,  
may you join Pepi, and he will not die. 
/PT 429/ 





Words to say: As Geb has I fertilised you in your 
identity of the sky.  
I have united the entire land for you in every place. 
/PT 433/ 





Words to say: The mother of Pepi became pregnant 
with him, who is in the undersky,  
and this Pepi was given birth by his father Atum,  
when the sky had not yet come into being,  
when the earth had not yet come into being,  
when people had not yet come into being, 
when the gods had not been born,  
when death had not yet come into being. 
/PT 571/ 







Words to say: O something great has happened in the sky, 
you have achieved control, you have achieved power,  
and have filled every place with your beauty.  
The entire land is yours, for you have taken possession of it.  
You have enclosed the earth and every thing within your 
embrace, and you have placed this Pepi as an Imprerishable 
Star who is in you. 
/PT 432/ 



  Thank you for your attention 
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